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A fabulous, continuous 55 minute piece of newage music, this is the perfect soundtrack for babies with

colic, relaxation, massage, Yoga, and for those seeking a good nights sleep...used worldwide by medical

practitioners and those in the healing arts. 1 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: Meditation, NEW AGE: Healing

Details: SORRY, THIS ALBUM IS TEMPORARILY UNAVAILABLE, as great as it is. Thankyou for all of

your interest, and YES! It WILL be re-released as a special edition later in 2005. Sorry for the delay... This

is an awesome piece of music! Almost an hour long in it's entirety, it's perfect to be used by anyone

wanting to relax and unwind, as there are no gaps between songs, no stops and starts, just one long

peaceful flowing journey. With a soundtrack like this, it's no wonder the film took the world by storm, and

inspired copy-cat films by the truckload. In the music to this multi-award-winning film (an underwater

odyssey with no voice-over...just a 55 minute soundtrack) one can feel the emotional connection to the

films'imagery of The Great Barrier Reef in all it's glory. Tania's work has been described as "a balm to my

soul", "pulls you into this other world", "transported to heaven", "there is peace somewhere!". The film

was originally released in 1994, one of the first nature films to use only a soundtrack and no voice-over,

and was instantly embraced by those working within the healing arts and in the medical profession. It

soon began taking out film awards world-wide as it's unique nature and exquisite composition were

celebrated in the industry. Tania Rose's music can be eclectic and experimentative, as much as it can be

traditionally classic. As the sole producer of many of her recordings, Tania never limits her work to a

particular style of expression. "Every piece or song takes on a life of it's own". This sometimes sees works

taking years to complete, as the appropriate collaborators are found to take the music to the next level. "I

love working with other creative minds. There's something mystical which takes place when you connect

on such an intimate level with another human being. It's a very personal thing." Australian writer, Tania

Rose, is mostly known for her beautiful and harmonious newage and soundtrack-style music. Used by

healing practitioners around the world, Tania's work is also sourced by film-makers for it's depth of

emotion. She is a "Music Artist" ...and One can almost hear the brush-strokes against the canvass in her

work, feel the texture under the fingertips, as one allows oneself to float through the now, and pass into
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another place, another space....beyond this reality. Listen and be moved. "Australia's Enya" "Philip Glass

on Valium!" "Vangelis on still water..."
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